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Abstract
Using a representative survey with 1317 individuals and 12,815 moral de-
cisions, we elicit Swedish citizens' preferences on how algorithms for self‐
driving cars should be programmed in cases of unavoidable harm to
humans. Participants' choices in different dilemma situations (treatments)
show that, at the margin, the average respondent values the lives of passengers
and pedestrians equally when both groups are homogeneous and no group is
to blame for the dilemma. In comparison, the respondent values the lives of
passengers more when the pedestrians violate a social norm, and less when
the pedestrians are children. Furthermore, we explain why the average
respondent in the control treatment needs to be compensated with two to six
passengers spared in order to sacrifice the first pedestrian, even though she
values the lives of passengers and pedestrians equally at the margin. We
conclude that respondents' choices are highly contextual and consider the age
of the persons involved and whether these persons have complied with social
norms.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Every day, medical staff make decisions on who should be treated and which resources are to be used. These decisions
imply that some individuals will get priority over others, that is, some will be treated but others not, or some will get
better treatment than others. To help medical staff make these decisions, many countries have developed guidelines for
priority settings. The guidelines are often general and hence the final decision is affected by the judgment by the
medical staff on duty. In a new era where robots and artificial intelligence are slowly replacing human decisions in the
healthcare sector, these decisions can no longer be left to subjective judgment. Instead, exact algorithms with pre‐
defined decision rules are needed. From a health policy perspective, self‐driving cars are the type of robot that will
most likely have the largest impact on health, and hence these cars need clear rules on how to decide in terms of priority
setting. For example, if a pedestrian is crossing the road just in front of a self‐driving car, should the self‐driving car
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swerve and injure or kill the people in the car, or not swerve and injure or kill the pedestrian? The objective of this
paper is to empirically investigate people's preferences for how these self‐driving cars should be programmed, using a
representative survey conducted in Sweden.

The key issue is what decision a self‐driving car, or any type of robot, should make when the choice is only between
bad health outcomes. In the iconic thought experiment known as the “trolley dilemma” (e.g., Engisch, 1930;
Foot, 1967), a trolley is heading toward a group of five people that are stuck on a railway track. Without any inter-
vention, the trolley will overrun and kill these five people. However, there is a lever that redirects the trolley to a
sidetrack where only one person is standing. This person will be killed if the lever is pulled. The ethical question then is
whether or not the lever should be pulled to save the five and sacrifice the one, or vice versa. This dilemma situation
and modified versions of it have been extensively investigated in the literature (see, e.g., Navarrete et al., 2011; Swann
et al., 2010; Thomson, 1985).

For a long time, the trolley dilemma was criticized for being too distant from real‐life moral situations to be useful
for policymakers or educational purposes. However, given that the arrival of fully autonomous vehicles is imminent,
situations similar to the trolley dilemma have almost become a reality. And once self‐driving cars are fully available,
that is, deployed on public roads, situations may arise in which harm to one or several humans is unavoidable—thus,
the vehicle needs to be programmed to make a split‐second decision whether to harm one or more pedestrians, or one
or more passengers. While moral philosophy and law can guide society as to how algorithms for self‐driving cars should
be programmed, it is a matter of public acceptance which ethical rules will eventually be implemented.1 Such ethical
rules include treating all people alike and saving the larger number of people, or discriminating against some in-
dividuals based on, for example, their age, or their compliance with social norms or laws.

Self‐driving cars have an enormous potential to save lives, since motor vehicle accidents “represent the eight leading
cause of death globally” (WHO, 2018, p. ix) and even the leading cause of death for children and young adults aged 5–
29 years. Overall, more than 1.35 million people die each year due to accidents, and up to 50 million are injured. Most of
these deaths and injuries could be avoided, and self‐driving cars can considerably contribute to lowering morbidity and
mortality rates from accidents, as they are able to make decisions much faster and in a more informed way than any
human. Against this background, self‐driving vehicles could “create one of the most important public health advances
of the 21st century” (Fleetwood, 2017, p. 532).2 While dilemma situations certainly represent only a minor share in the
large death toll in traffic crashes, self‐driving cars are in principle able to reduce the number of casualties in such
situations if programmed this way. What is more, the widespread adoption of these cars hinges on their acceptability by
the public, which is severely affected by the discussions surrounding the ethical trade‐offs in these dilemma situations.
Furthermore, we can expect that more and more decisions concerning our health and safety will be delegated to al-
gorithms and artificial intelligence, for example, when it comes to surgeries carried out by robots. The acceptance of
such technologies that could be highly beneficial to society as a whole will also hinge on how they are programmed and
trained, particularly with respect to ethical decisions. Whenever resources for these technologies are scarce or dilemma
situations arise, questions will arise about whether individual attributes, such as age, or the violation of certain norms
and laws, should be considered for the execution of a particular treatment.

In this paper, we use a choice experiment to explore the ethical preferences of a representative sample of the
Swedish population. The ethical preferences are revealed by asking our subjects how they would like self‐driving cars to
be programmed for dilemma situations. In our choice experiment, respondents were confronted with a scenario in
which a fully autonomous car with one or more passengers on board is driving down a road at the speed limit. One or
more pedestrians are on a pedestrian crossing but they are already on the other lane—thus, the car does not need to
slow down in order to pass by them. Suddenly and unexpectedly, a huge rock falls from a neighboring slope, directly
ahead of the car. The stopping distance is too long for the car to avoid a crash, so the car is therefore faced with the
following dilemma: either it continues forward and crashes into the rock, which implies certain death for the passenger
(s); or it swerves to the left, in which case it kills all pedestrians on the road. In any case, harm to humans is
unavoidable.3

After being presented with this scenario, respondents were asked to choose—for varying numbers of people in the
car and on the road—whether they would prefer the self‐driving car to be programmed such that it continues forward,
or swerves to the left (swerving to the right was not an option, as we will explain later). More precisely, we presented 10
choice sets to each survey participant. In each choice set, there were up to five passengers and up to five pedestrians. We
then asked participants to state how the self‐driving car should be programmed in each choice set. The above scenario
served as the control scenario (termed CONTROL treatment in the following) in which only adults of the same age were
involved. Notably, neither pedestrians nor passengers could be blamed for causing this dilemma situation, as they were
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all “rightfully” on the road. In two further treatments, we introduced blame and different ages. In the BLAME treat-
ment, the scenario was modified in such a way that the pedestrians were jaywalking, thus violating a social norm. As in
the CONTROL treatment, all passengers and pedestrians were adults of the same age. In the AGE treatment, the
passengers of the car were again adults but the pedestrians were children who were not jaywalking, so no responsibility
for the dilemma situation could be assigned to either group. Survey participants were randomly put into three groups,
each of which received one of the above treatments.

Before we discuss the results, it is instructive to distinguish between two different moral principles: consequen-
tialism, and, more specifically, utilitarianism on the one hand, and deontology on the other hand. According to con-
sequentialism, “morality is all about producing the right kinds of overall consequences” (Internet Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, 2019). Utilitarianism is one example of consequentialism in the sense that actions are judged as moral to
the degree that they produce the best overall outcomes (utility) across all parties (Mill, 1861/1998). In line with earlier
studies on dilemma situations of autonomous vehicles (e.g., Bonnefon et al., 2016), we consider a certain choice to be
utilitarian if it saves the highest number of lives, and we consider someone to be utilitarian if she consistently makes
utilitarian choices.4 In contrast to this, deontological ethics holds that the morality of an action should be based on
whether an action itself is right or wrong under a series of rules, rather than be based on the outcome of the action. A
traditional trolley dilemma can more readily demonstrate what a deontological rule is. Consider, for example, the case
where a man could be killed to harvest his organs in order to save the lives of five others. In this case, the deontological
rule could be that you should never kill this man, because he just happens to be at the same place as the five patients. A
utilitarian, by contrast, would think differently.

Descriptively, we find that a large majority of choices in all treatments were in favor of sacrificing the passenger(s)
rather than the pedestrian(s). In the CONTROL treatment, 78% of the choices involved sacrificing the passenger(s). In
the BLAME treatment, in which the pedestrians were responsible for causing the dilemma situation, a much smaller
share of 61% of all choices favored sacrificing the passenger(s). By contrast, when the pedestrians were children, 89% of
the choices spared the pedestrians. Furthermore, we simultaneously find a majority making utilitarian choices, which
indicates that there may be conflicting preferences in the sample population, which cannot be disentangled based on
descriptive statistics. This impression is amplified when considering that the majority of all utilitarian choices actually
spare pedestrians rather than passengers, and the majority of all “Continue forward” choices (which spare the pe-
destrians) are utilitarian. Finally, only 20% of all respondents are utilitarians, in the sense that they always chose the
alternative that saved the maximum number of lives in the choice sets where this choice was possible.

To understand and disentangle the preferences of the respondents based on their choices, we estimate a discrete
choice model and calculate the marginal rate of substitution between passenger and pedestrian deaths. We find an
average marginal rate of substitution close to unity in the CONTROL treatment, that is, the average respondent in our
sample is willing to sacrifice one passenger in order to save one (more) pedestrian. This suggests that people, on average
and at the margin, value the lives of pedestrians and passengers equally. However, this only holds for this very specific
scenario in which the groups of passengers and pedestrians are homogeneous. When pedestrians are responsible for the
potential collision with the car (BLAME treatment), the average marginal rate of substitution is smaller than unity,
indicating that the lives of pedestrians are valued less than those of passengers. When children cross the street and are
not to blame for the accident (AGE treatment), people tend to assign higher priority to them as compared to the adult
passenger(s), resulting in a marginal rate of substitution substantially above unity.

In addition to marginal costs, there also is a discrete cost of sacrificing pedestrians, where the cost is expressed in
terms of how many passengers need to be saved in order to sacrifice the first pedestrian present in the scenario. When
we take this into account, we find that, depending on the treatment, a number of two to six passengers needs to be saved
in order for the first pedestrian to be sacrificed. In the CONTROL treatment, for example, the average respondent
prefers the car to continue forward when there is one pedestrian on the road, unless the car seats about four passengers
or more. This means that with three passengers, the car will continue forward and save the pedestrian. Adding a fourth
passenger, however, changes the preference to “swerve”, while adding a second pedestrian would change the decision
back to “continue forward”. In the BLAME treatment, by contrast, the average respondent is already indifferent be-
tween sacrificing the passengers and the one pedestrian on the road when there are two passengers in the car. For more
than two, the respondent would sacrifice the pedestrian. In the AGE treatment, the average respondent requires six
passengers to sacrifice the one child on the road, but a second child on the road would reverse this decision. Our results
thus suggest that there is a certain threshold for the difference between the number of passengers and pedestrians—a
threshold beyond which people are more utilitarian and are more likely to value lives equally. This is in line with the
idea of so‐called “threshold deontology” (Zamir & Medina, 2010).
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Overall, most of our results indicate that, on average, respondents do not apply utilitarian ethics when making
choices. Only in the CONTROL treatment do respondents, at the margin, value the lives of passengers and pedestrians
equally, which is in line with utilitarianism. In the other two treatments, however, our results reveal that ethical
preferences are stronger toward the lives of children and weaker toward the lives of people that are themselves to blame
for their unpleasant situation.5 The huge discrete cost of sacrificing the first pedestrian in the scenario in all treatments
also speaks against applying utilitarian ethics, unless for choice sets in which the number of people in one group
significantly exceeds the number of people in the other group.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we review the related literature. Section 3 in-
troduces the sampling framework and contains a detailed description of the survey. Section 4 presents descriptive
statistics on the choices people made in the survey. In Section 5, we present logistic regressions in order to analyze what
variables best predict utilitarian choices and the likelihood of consistently making utilitarian choices. Section 6 con-
siders the marginal and discrete cost of sacrificing one pedestrian (in terms of how many passengers need to be saved).
In Section 7, we discuss the results and potential caveats of this study. Section 8 provides the conclusion.

2 | RELATED LITERATURE

Our study is related to two strands of the literature. The first one is the literature on priority setting in the healthcare
sector, and in particular people's view on priority settings. Second, our paper links to the literature on traditional trolley
dilemmas.

Priority setting in the healthcare sector rests on different ethical principles (e.g., Williams & Cookson, 2000). The
most important question is whether priority setting should be based only on efficiency in terms of saving people's lives
and avoiding or reducing injuries, or whether personal characteristics and responsibility should also affect priority
setting. For example, the Swedish healthcare system is defined in the Health Care Act from 1982 and the objective is to
provide “good health and care on equal terms for the entire population”. Priority setting was described by a
governmental‐commissioned report (Einhorn et al., 1995) and ratified by the government in 1997. According to this
report, priority setting should be guided by the principle of equal value, the principle of need, and the principle of
efficiency, in the order they are stated. Similar types of guidelines for priority setting also exist in other countries. In
practical terms, this rules out that personal characteristics or responsibility should matter for priority setting. However,
people's views on priority setting typically differ from the above guidelines. For example, Cropper et al. (1994) ask
people from the general public to choose between different projects targeting certain accidents or diseases, which would
result in different numbers of saved people of different ages. The authors find that people place more weight on saving
younger persons, but that this relationship is hump‐shaped. More specifically, for saving a 30‐year‐old, the median
respondent was willing to sacrifice more 60‐year‐olds than for saving a 20‐ or 40‐year‐old. Similar findings have been
obtained by studies that examine attitudes toward health interventions at different ages (see, e.g., Baltussen et al., 2006;
Carlsson et al., 2010; Dolan & Tsuchiya, 2005; Johansson‐Stenman et al., 2011). More closely related to our research
question is the study by Johansson‐Stenman and Martinsson (2008) who present different life‐saving road investment
projects to survey participants. Their results not only show that the lives of younger individuals are consistently given
higher values than the lives of older individuals, but also that the lives of pedestrians are valued more highly than the
lives of drivers of the same age. Covey et al. (2010) examine how the values people place on preventing fatalities from
rail accidents are affected by the extent to which victims are responsible for their death. The authors show that when
people are to blame for the accident, their value of life is (about 50%) lower. This, however, is not the case when the
person acting irresponsibly is a child. In our study, respondents also value pedestrians' lives less when they are to blame
for the dilemma situation to arise, and more when the pedestrians are children. Similarly, for example, Olsen
et al. (2003), Cappelen and Norheim (2005), Dolan and Tsuchiya (2009), Edlin et al. (2012) and Gu et al. (2015) discuss
the role of personal characteristics and responsibility for priority setting and present empirical results indicating that
people seem to generally agree that these factors should matter.

The literature on trolley experiments, as the one described in the introduction (or modifications of it, such as ‘The
fat man’, ‘The fat villain’ or ‘Transplant’), has more recently also been framed in the context of autonomous cars.
Generally, people confronted with such moral dilemmas have been found to be utilitarian in the sense that they would
like to maximize the number of lives saved. The difference between traditional trolley dilemmas and those that involve
an autonomous car is that in the case of the latter, the ethical decision is delegated to an algorithm long before a
dilemma situation actually occurs.
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In the context of autonomous cars, Bonnefon et al. (2016) find that people approve of autonomous vehicles that
sacrifice their passengers in case a higher number of pedestrians can be saved, but they would not buy vehicles that
are programmed like that. This finding points to a social dilemma behind the ethical dilemma: self‐driving vehicles
may be fully beneficial to society only if they are programmed to save the highest number of lives, but this is not
accepted by the majority of potential car owners. While Bonnefon et al. asked participants about trade‐offs involving
mostly one versus one or one versus ten (or two vs. 20) people who could either be saved or sacrificed,6 we asked
participants to make choices involving different (and more realistic) numbers of people (one, two, three, four, five).
Like Bonnefon et al., we find that most choices are utilitarian. However, the vast majority of respondents do not make
utilitarian choices throughout their choice sets (where this is possible). Using a discrete choice model, we uncover the
preferences of the respondents and show that respondents are, on average, not utilitarian, unless under very specific
circumstances.

Frank et al. (2019) examine decision‐making biases that could arise in moral dilemmas of autonomous vehicles.
Similar to Bonnefon et al. (2016), they find that people's personal perspectives, that is, whether they imagine themselves
to be bystanders or involved in the dilemma, affect their decisions. Another main finding of Frank et al. (2019) is that
situational factors, such as the presence of children or the lawfulness of pedestrians' behavior, play an important role in
people's moral preferences. In particular, if children are present, decisions are biased in their favor. Social norm vio-
lations by a pedestrian, as indicated by walking out in front of a car or jaywalking at a red light, are found to increase the
likelihood of this pedestrian being sacrificed. In the present paper, we also examine situations in which children are
present and pedestrians violate traffic norms and confirm that situational factors are an important determinant of
people's moral choices.

In a study based on data collected from the Moral Machine website, Awad et al. (2018) elicit cultural and individual
differences with respect to the choices made in trolley dilemmas involving self‐driving cars. On the Moral Machine
website, visitors are confronted with several randomly assigned scenarios that are similar to the ones in Bonnefon
et al. (2016) or the ones in our paper, but those also include choices between killing people and killing animals, or
killing people that might be more or less useful for society (such as medical doctors or criminals). Awad et al. find that
moral preferences with respect to the presented dilemma situations do indeed differ across countries and cultures. In
particular, they identify three major clusters of countries that exhibit significant ethical variation (the Western, Eastern,
and Southern clusters). These clusters differ in their preferences to spare younger characters rather than older char-
acters and higher‐status characters rather than lower‐status characters, but they share the same (though weak) pref-
erence for sparing pedestrians over passengers, or the lawful over the unlawful. In contrast to cultural differences, Awad
et al. find little evidence that individual variations, such as age, education, gender, income, political or religious views,
have sizable impacts on the choices made in the Moral Machine experiment. While the results of Awad et al. might
suffer from self‐selection bias, we have a representative sample of the Swedish population.

3 | SAMPLING FRAMEWORK AND SURVEY DETAILS

In this section, we describe the panel which we used for the survey, the sample of respondents and the survey questions
and choice sets that the participants were given.

3.1 | Panel

We made use of the Citizen Panel (henceforth CP; in Swedish: Medborgarpanelen), which is an online panel survey run
by the Laboratory of Opinion Research (LORE) at the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Gothenburg. Each
survey carried out by LORE consists of several specific studies as well as a number of more general questions that are
not included in a specific study. Specific studies are either survey experiments using random assignment or panel
studies that span over several waves of the CP. The CP has approximately 55,000 active respondents all over Sweden.
Our survey was included in the 24th CP, which ran between March 21 and April 17, 2017 (for a detailed description see
Martinsson et al., 2017). Overall, this wave contained five studies (including ours) and 26 additional general questions.
A reminder to participate in the survey was sent twice during that period.
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3.2 | Survey details

The survey was conducted in Swedish (for a complete transcription into English see the Supporting Information S1)
and contained two introductory pages on which potential advantages of self‐driving cars were described (better use of
road capacity, collision avoidance, availability for people who cannot drive themselves). Furthermore, respondents
were informed about how these cars collect information on the surroundings. They were also informed that the
sensors of the car could distinguish between adults and children.7 Also, a picture of a self‐driving car by Google, and a
picture of how the surroundings would be seen by the car through radar were displayed. We then emphasized that
while traffic will, on average, become safer with these cars and take fewer lives, accidents can never be completely
eliminated.

On the next page of the survey, one of three alternative setups was randomly assigned to participants. We will refer
to these setups as treatments. In all treatments, a self‐driving car with one or more passengers on board is heading down
a road at the speed limit, and one or more pedestrians are crossing the road when—suddenly and unexpectedly—a huge
rock falls from the neighboring slope onto the direct path of the car. In this situation, the self‐driving car has only two
options, as the stopping distance is too long to avoid the collision. It can either continue forward and head straight
into the rock, which implies certain death for the passenger(s), or it can swerve to the left and hit the pedestrian(s),
which implies certain death for the pedestrian(s).8

The three treatments are depicted in Figure 1. In the CONTROL treatment (left panel), all passengers and
pedestrians are adults of the same age (which we did not specify), and the pedestrian(s) “rightfully” cross the road
on a pedestrian crossing. In the BLAME treatment (panel in the middle), the pedestrian crossing is regulated by a
traffic light, and this traffic light shows red. Thus, the pedestrian(s) commit(s) a social norm violation, with the
social norm being that jaywalking is not allowed. Finally, in the AGE treatment, the pedestrians are 10‐year‐old
children, and there is no traffic light at the pedestrian crossing. Passengers and pedestrians in all treatments are
homogeneous within a group with respect to age, that is, all passengers or pedestrians are the same age (we did not
specify their gender and graphically illustrated them in a gender‐neutral way).9 In the pictorial representations of
the three setups, we ensured and emphasized that all adults or all children are the same height and wear the same
clothes.

Next, in each treatment group, respondents were randomly shown one of three tables with 10 choice sets each. The
choices to be made involved different numbers of pedestrians and passengers, for example, three passengers and four
pedestrians. The minimum number of people in each group (pedestrians and passengers) was one, the maximum
number was five. Respondents were then asked for each of the 10 choice sets to decide how the self‐driving car should
be programmed, that is, whether it should save the lives of the pedestrians or those of the passengers. Figure 2
exemplarily displays the different tables for the CONTROL treatment (the tables were the same across treatments, with
only the two last columns having different headers, depending on the specific treatment).

The choice sets were arranged using a full factorial design such that the number of pedestrians and the number
of passengers are uncorrelated in each alternative over all choice sets. Moreover, all possible combinations between
the numbers of passengers and pedestrians for each of the alternatives were allowed. We stressed in the survey that

F I GURE 1 The three different
setups (treatments) randomly displayed
to respondents.
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respondents should not imagine themselves being involved in the scenarios (as passengers of the car or pedestrians)
but rather take on the role of an impartial spectator. If the respondents did not answer all choice sets, they were
prompted to do so before proceeding to the next page of the survey (but could also proceed without making a
choice). Hence, the respondent could opt out of difficult choices by simply ignoring one or several choice sets (see
footnote 10).

3.3 | Sample

For our study, 2500 panel members received an invitation to take part in the survey, of whom 1574 responded and 1458
finished the survey. 1317 respondents filled in at least one choice set. They constitute our sample for the analysis. The
full sample had been stratified on sex, age (18–75 years), and education, and the survey was programmed in Qualtrics.

In Table 1, some descriptive statistics on the sample are presented. A share of 54% of the sample respondents were
males. Respondents were, on average, 49.42 years old, and 23% of them attended the university for three years or more.
Furthermore, 68% of our respondents had children, and they earned an average personal monthly income before taxes
of SEK 31,088 (approximately USD 3200). 19% of the respondents were retired, 8% were students and 2% were un-
employed. We also include several variables that we collected ourselves following the survey questions, such as car
ownership or mode choice for commuting. 87% of our sample had a driver's license, and more than two thirds owned a
car. Furthermore, 51% commuted to work by car, while 13% commuted by foot. 36% had heard about dilemma situ-
ations as depicted in our choice experiment before they took part in the survey. Furthermore, our sample seems to be
fairly representative of the Swedish population, as indicated in the last column of Table 1, but also with respect to
variables other than those used for stratification.

We next examine if our sample is balanced across treatments. For the different treatment groups (CONTROL,
BLAME, AGE), Table 2 presents descriptive statistics similar to Table 1. The means differ only slightly across treat-
ments, and statistical tests reveal that the sample is balanced for all variables, not only for those that were used for the
stratification (see Table A1 in the Appendix).

4 | DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE RESULTS

In this section, we present descriptive statistics on the choices made by respondents, and on the shares of respondents
who consistently made certain choices throughout their choice sets. In particular, we are interested in how many
choices are utilitarian or favor either of the two groups of people present in the treatments (passengers or pedestrians).

F I GURE 2 The three tables randomly displayed to different groups of respondents for the CONTROL treatment (only one table was
shown to each respondent, so either Table 1, 2, or 3).
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4.1 | Continue forward, swerve, and utilitarian choices

In total, the respondents made 12,815 choices.10 Panel A of Table 3 and Figure 3a illustrate these choices for each
treatment group. A share of 78% of all choices in the CONTROL treatment were “Continue forward” and thus entailed
certain death for the passenger(s). This share is considerably lower in the BLAME treatment (61%) in which pedestrians
were assigned the responsibility for the dilemma situation, and considerably higher in the AGE treatment (89%) in
which children were crossing the street on a pedestrian crossing. The differences across treatments are statistically
significant at the 1% level.

By contrast, there is little variation across treatments when it comes to the share of utilitarian choices that, by
definition, save the lives of the larger group. In the CONTROL treatment, the share of utilitarian choices is 67%, and we
observe only slightly lower shares in the BLAME and AGE treatments (66% and 64%, respectively). The differences are
statistically significant at the 1% level between CONTROL and AGE treatment and the 5% level between BLAME and
AGE treatment, but the difference between CONTROL and BLAME treatment is insignificant. Obviously, whenever
there were equal numbers of passengers and pedestrians in a choice set, people could not make a utilitarian choice.
Therefore, these choice sets are excluded from the above calculations.

We can also analyze whether respondents made more or less utilitarian choices when the difference between the
number of passengers and the number of pedestrians was larger.11 The largest difference in the numbers between these
two groups of people was four (five persons in one group and one in the other group). As one might have anticipated,
we can see from Figure 3b and, in more detail, from Table A2 in the Appendix, that respondents made more utilitarian

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics and comparison with the Swedish population (where available).

Variable Description

Full sample Swedish
population meanMean sd Min Max

Male = 1 if male 0.54 0.50 0 1 0.50c

Age Age in years 49.42 15.28 18 75 49.19d

University educationa = 1 if at university for
3 years or more

0.23 0.42 0 1 0.18d

Personal monthly incomeb Gross, in SEK 31,088 17,226 0 95,000 25,203e

Children = 1 if yes 0.68 0.47 0 1

Unemployed = 1 if unemployed 0.02 0.14 0 1 0.07f

Retired = 1 if retired 0.19 0.39 0 1 0.20f

Student = 1 if student 0.08 0.27 0 1 0.08g

Additional covariates (survey questions):

Driver's license = 1 if driver's license 0.87 0.34 0 1 0.87g

Car ownership = 1 if owning a car 0.69 0.46 0 1

Commute to work by car = 1 if commute by car 0.51 0.50 0 1 0.57g

Commute to work by foot = 1 if commute by foot 0.13 0.34 0 1 0.09g

Heard about dilemma = 1 if heard before 0.36 0.48 0 1

Observations (# of individuals) 1317
aThe sample was stratified on several branches of the Swedish education system, not only on university education as indicated by this variable. We
constructed a binary variable for later purposes.
bIncome was given in intervals of varying size. The mean here is computed based on the assumption that income is uniformly distributed within each interval,
so we took the midpoint of each interval. This could also be the reason why the mean income in the sample deviates from the Swedish population mean.
cTaken from the website of Statistics Sweden for 2016. For the whole Swedish population, that is, including age cohorts 1–17 and 76 and older.
dOwn computations for all people aged 18 or older, based on population statistics from the website of Statistics Sweden for 2016.
eTaken from the website of Statistics Sweden for 2015.
fOwn computations based on the population aged 65 years and older relative to the total population for 2015 (taken from the United Nations World
Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision).
gOwn computations based on data from the Swedish National Travel Survey (RVU Sweden) 2011–2016.
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TABLE 2 Characteristics of
treatment groups.

CONTROL BLAME AGE

Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd

Male 0.53 0.50 0.54 0.50 0.56 0.50

Age 49.34 15.31 49.84 15.13 49.07 15.42

University education 0.23 0.42 0.22 0.42 0.26 0.44

Personal monthly incomea 31,812 17,322 30,318 17,261 31,127 17,097

Children 0.67 0.47 0.68 0.47 0.69 0.46

Unemployed 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.15 0.02 0.14

Retired 0.18 0.38 0.20 0.40 0.19 0.40

Student 0.07 0.25 0.08 0.27 0.09 0.28

Additional covariates:

Driver's license 0.87 0.34 0.88 0.33 0.87 0.34

Car ownership 0.70 0.46 0.68 0.47 0.69 0.46

Commute to work by car 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.52 0.50

Commute to work by foot 0.12 0.32 0.14 0.35 0.14 0.34

Heard about dilemma before 0.37 0.48 0.37 0.48 0.33 0.47

Observations (# of individuals) 445 441 431

Note: The mean here is computed based on the assumption that income is uniformly distributed within
each interval, so we took the midpoint of each interval.
aIncome was given in intervals of varying size.

TABLE 3 Shares of choices and shares of respondents with certain choices, across treatments.

CONTROL BLAME AGE

Panel A: Shares of choices

“Continue forward” (= kill passengers) of those: utilitariana 0.78 0.61 0.89

0.67 0.71 0.64

“Swerve” (= kill pedestrians) of those: Utilitarian 0.22 0.39 0.11

0.74 0.62 0.81

Observationsb (# of choices) 4342 4325 4148

Utilitarian choicesa of those: 0.67 0.66 0.64

“Continue forward” 0.75 0.64 0.85

“Swerve” 0.25 0.36 0.15

Observations (# of choices) 3545 3543 3444

Panel B: Share of respondents who …

Always Made utilitarian choices (where possible)c 0.238 0.234 0.128

Always chose “continue forward” (= kill passengers) 0.528 0.361 0.661

Always chose “swerve” (= kill pedestrians) 0.083 0.220 0.028

Observations (# of individuals) 445 441 431
aThis is the share of choices that were utilitarian where this was possible. In the choice sets with equal numbers of passengers and pedestrians to be sacrificed,
there was obviously no possibility to make a utilitarian choice. These choices are excluded. The remaining share of choices thus refers to choices that sacrifice
the less numerous of the two groups (be they pedestrians or passengers).
bMissing choices are excluded here. These are 355 in the full sample.
cAll respondents are included who made utilitarian choices where this was possible, even if they did not answer all choice sets.
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choices when this difference was larger, particularly for positive differences, that is, when the number of passengers
exceeded the number of pedestrians in a choice set. What is more, we see that the share of utilitarian choices is much
(and statistically significantly) higher (and quite stable) whenever we have the opposite case, that is, pedestrians were in
the majority. This suggests that respondents felt more comfortable sparing the lives of the larger group when this group
consisted of pedestrians rather than passengers.

4.2 | People with consistent choices

As each respondent received 10 choice sets, we can determine the share of people who made consistent choices
throughout their choice sets. Panel B of Table 3 displays the share of respondents who always made utilitarian choices
where this was possible (i.e., either seven, eight, or nine times, depending on which table with choice sets the re-
spondents were assigned to), who always chose to kill the passenger(s) or kill the pedestrian(s). Although a large
majority (approximately two thirds) of choices were utilitarian, this was not driven by respondents who consistently
made utilitarian choices, since this share only amounts to between 13% and 24%. We also observe that there is basically
no difference between the CONTROL and BLAME treatment with respect to the share of utilitarians (23.8 vs. 23.4%, p‐
value of test for significant difference: 0.607), but this share drops to 13% when children were involved in the scenarios
(with the difference between the AGE treatment and the other two treatments being statistically significant at the 1%
level).

Strikingly, more than 50% of the respondents in the CONTROL treatment always chose to sacrifice the passengers in
order to spare the lives of the pedestrians. There are large and significant differences across treatments (see the second
row of Panel B in Table 3): in the AGE treatment, this share was even higher (66%), while it was much lower in the
BLAME treatment (36%). Thus, respondents seem to have punished social norm violations by pedestrians as indicated
by jaywalking in the BLAME treatment, as one might have expected. The presence of children (as pedestrians in the
AGE treatment) caused participants to spare this group much more often than in the CONTROL treatment, which
implies that people indeed attached different weights to individuals of different age. In contrast to this, the share of
people always choosing “Swerve” was considerably lower. This share was 22% in the BLAME treatment and statistically
significantly lower in the CONTROL and AGE treatments (8% vs. 3%).

4.3 | Summary

We observed that the majority of choices spare the lives of pedestrians rather than those of passengers, so involved
“Continue forward” much more often than “Swerve”. This also applies to choices at the individual level where the share
of respondents who always chose “Continue forward” is substantially higher than the share of those who always chose

F I GURE 3 Shares of choices. (a) “Continue forward” (= kill passengers) and “Swerve” (= kill pedestrians) choices. (b) Utilitarian
choices and difference in number of people that can be saved (=# of passengers ‐ # of pedestrians in the same choice set).
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“Swerve”. One might conclude from this that the respondents made such choices because they have a preference for
sparing the lives of pedestrians. However, these choices could also have been made for the most part because of a
preference for saving the maximum number of lives. To see this, consider that among the “Continue forward” choices, a
substantial share coincides with the utilitarian choice. Likewise, a large share of choices was utilitarian, and of those
choices, the majority of choices coincide with the “Continue forward” choice. While this pattern might to some extent
reflect a preference for sparing the lives of the pedestrians, that is, an “aversion to swerve”, we conclude from this
section that it is not straightforward to disentangle respondents' preferences behind their choices based on the
descriptive statistics. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that respondents' moral choices are highly contextual. They
depend on the treatment as well as the difference in the numbers of passengers and pedestrians whose lives can be
saved.

5 | PREDICTING UTILITARIAN CHOICES

In this section, we analyze what variables best predict utilitarian choices and whether someone is utilitarian, by
estimating odds ratios from logit regressions. An odds ratio greater than one increases the likelihood of making a
utilitarian choice or being utilitarian, while an odds ratio below one decreases this likelihood.

In more detail, we estimate the following equation for the probability that individual i makes a utilitarian choice:

logit P Xi ¼ 1ð Þð Þ ¼ α1BLAMEþ α2AGEþ
X8

l¼1
βlΔþ Γ0iγ þ eX ; ð1Þ

where P (Xi = 1) is the probability that choice X made by individual i is utilitarian, that is, saves the highest number of
lives, and eX is the error term. We consider treatment‐specific attributes (BLAME and AGE treatments), choice set‐
specific attributes, and individual characteristics Γi of respondent i. Concerning the choice set‐specific attributes, we
include the difference between the number of passengers and pedestrians, that is, Δ, with Δ = −4, −3, −2, −1, 1, 2, 3, 4
(note that no utilitarian choices were possible for Δ = 0 and were thus excluded). Negative (positive) differences imply
that the pedestrians (passengers) are in the majority.

For the probability that individual i is utilitarian, that is, always makes the utilitarian choice in the choice sets in
which this is possible, we estimate the following equation:

logit P Yi ¼ 1ð Þð Þ ¼ α1BLAMEþ α2AGEþ Γ0iγ þ ei; ð2Þ

where we drop all choice set‐specific attributes, as we consider all choices of an individual. The term P (Yi = 1) denotes
the probability that individual i is utilitarian.

Table 4 presents the results. In column (1), we report the odds ratios, that is, the exponentiated regression co-
efficients, for Equation (1), and in column (2) we report the odds ratios for Equation (2). We cluster standard errors at
the individual level in the regression in column (1). The reference group for BLAME and AGE is the CONTROL
treatment group, and for the difference Δ, the reference group is Δ = 1.

We find that individual characteristics do not have significant effects in either regression, except for the variable
“Heard about the dilemma before”, which is significant at the 10% level. Therefore, we conclude that individual
characteristics do not play a huge role in determining what choices an individual makes. Our results are largely in line
with those of Awad et al. (2018) who find that most individual variations have no sizable impact on moral preferences
for dilemma situations involving autonomous vehicles. However, our results differ from theirs in that we do not find
significant differences when it comes to gender.12 In this regard, our study also contrasts with results obtained by Baez
et al. (2017) who find that utilitarian responses to (traditional) moral dilemmas were less frequent in women, although
the differences had very small effect sizes, potentially due to statistical power. Similarly, Fumagalli et al. (2010) and
Friesdorf et al. (2015) found that men showed a stronger preference for utilitarian over deontological judgments than
women.

In contrast to individual characteristics, (one of) the treatments and the attributes of the choice sets have much
larger (and mostly strongly statistically significant) effects on the two outcome variables. As can be seen from columns
(1) and (2) in Table 4, there is no significant difference between the BLAME and the CONTROL treatment, as also

HABLA ET AL. - 11
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TABLE 4 Logit regression of certain choices on treatments, choice set‐specific attributes and individual characteristics.

(1) (2)
Utilitarian choices Being utilitarian

BLAME 0.883 0.967

(0.0792) (0.155)

AGE 0.782*** 0.443***

(0.0627) (0.0822)

Δ = −4 (pedestrians in majority) 11.08***

(1.426)

Δ = −3 10.65***

(1.352)

Δ = −2 11.54***

(1.506)

Δ = −1 9.549***

(1.139)

Δ = 2 (passengers in majority) 1.228***

(0.0576)

Δ = 3 1.769***

(0.120)

Δ = 4 2.448***

(0.236)

Male 1.035 0.944

(0.0765) (0.141)

Age 0.994 0.994

(0.00346) (0.00715)

University education 1.052 0.937

(0.0908) (0.165)

Personal monthly income (in TSEK) 1.001 1.007

(0.00252) (0.00470)

Children 1.004 1.069

(0.0861) (0.187)

Unemployed 1.292 1.714

(0.354) (0.821)

Retired 0.854 0.839

(0.105) (0.214)

Student 1.105 1.570

(0.172) (0.445)

Driver's license 1.042 0.817

(0.132) (0.196)

Car ownership 0.891 0.990

(0.0908) (0.210)

Commute to work by car 1.055 0.969

(0.0936) (0.178)

12 - HABLA ET AL.
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indicated by Table 3. However, the presence of children in the scenario (AGE treatment) has a significantly negative
impact on the probability of making a utilitarian choice, and an even stronger one on the probability of being utilitarian
(as compared to the CONTROL treatment). For example, in the AGE treatment, the odds ratio of sparing the higher
number of lives decreases, ceteris paribus, by a factor of 0.782 as compared to the CONTROL treatment for utilitarian
choices, and by a factor of 0.443 for being utilitarian. Strong predictors of the odds ratio of making a utilitarian choice
are also a higher difference between the number of passengers and the number of pedestrians, especially the negative
difference between the number of passengers and pedestrians. In particular, the larger the difference in the numbers of
people in the two groups, the more likely is it that a respondent makes a utilitarian choice. However, there is a strong
asymmetry between positive and negative differences (always as compared to the benchmark of the difference being
one). If pedestrians are in the majority, this strongly increases the odds ratio of sparing the higher number of lives
among the two groups. The regressions thus show that moral choices are highly contextual but that individual char-
acteristics do not explain the difference in peoples' choices.

6 | RELATIVE VALUES OF LIVES

In this section, we proceed with the econometric analysis in order to show how respondents trade off the lives of
passengers and pedestrians in the various treatments, both at the margin and at the point where they are indifferent
between choosing “Continue forward” and “Swerve”. To this end, we capture moral preferences by computing the
average marginal rate of substitution between the lives of passengers and pedestrians. Doing so allows us to make
statements such as the following: respondents in our sample are, on average and at the margin, willing to sacrifice x
pedestrians in order to spare one (more) passenger (in a certain treatment). If the marginal rate of substitution is one,
people do not, at the margin, have a preference for sparing a pedestrian over a passenger or the other way around. In
other words, they value the lives of an additional pedestrian or an additional passenger equally. However, we also need
to take into account that even if the lives of pedestrians and passengers may be valued equally at the margin, the
respondent can have different preferences for the alternatives “Continue forward” and “Swerve” per se or be biased in
her decision toward one of these two alternatives.

6.1 | Discrete choice model

As described earlier, all respondents were asked to choose their preferred options in T = 10 choice sets (t = 1, 2, …, 10),
where each choice set consisted of J = 2 alternatives. The alternatives j were either that the car is programmed to
continue forward on the road (j = C), which implies certain death for one to five passengers, or swerve (j = S), whereby
one to five pedestrians lose their lives. For simplicity, a linear random utility of respondent n from alternative j in choice
set t is assumed and given by:

TABL E 4 (Continued)

(1) (2)
Utilitarian choices Being utilitarian

Commute to work by foot 1.157 0.961

(0.128) (0.220)

Heard about dilemma 0.859** 0.984

(0.0661) (0.149)

Observations 10,460 1308

Pseudo R2 0.178 0.028

Note: Odds ratios are reported. Standard errors are in parentheses and clustered by individual in column (1). The sample in column (1) contains all choice sets
in which choices were non‐missing and for which utilitarian choices were possible. Δ gives the difference between # of passengers and # of pedestrians.
*p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Unjt ¼ β0nj þ β1n � passengersjt þ β2n � pedestriansjt þ enjt; ð3Þ

where the β0s are the coefficients to be estimated, and passengersjt, pedestriansjt ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} denote the numbers of
passengers and pedestrians that are sacrificed in alternative j in choice set t. We set β0nS = 0, and β0nC is the alternative‐
specific constant (ASC) of the alternative “Continue forward”. The coefficients β1n and β2n reflect the disutility that
respondent n derives from the loss of (the number of) passengers and pedestrians, respectively. The systematic and
observable part of the utility function Vnjt = β0nj þ β1n � passengersnjt þ β2n � pedestriansnjt of the Random Utility
Model (RUM) is followed by the random component enjt, which is assumed to be i.i.d. Gumbel distributed over people,
choice sets t and alternatives j. Based on the RUM, the alternative i = C, S is chosen over alternative k ≠ i if Unit > Unkt.

Assuming homogeneous preferences, respondent n's probability of choosing alternative i conditional on the vector
βn is given by the logit formula:

Lni ¼
eVnit=σ

P
j¼C;SeVnjt=σ

: ð4Þ

Note that the coefficients cannot be separately identified from the scale parameter σ of the Gumbel distribution.
Assuming that the coefficients are constant over choice situations and that respondents have stable preferences, we
consider that each respondent makes several choices, in which case the probability of choosing alternative i conditional
on βn becomes a product of logit formulas:

Lni ¼∏
T

t¼1

eVnit=σ
P

j¼C;SeVnjt=σ
: ð5Þ

Here, i = i1, i2, …, iT represents a sequence of alternatives, one for each choice set. This is the standard logit model for
panel data. However, it is known to be restrictive. One restriction is the limited ability to account for unobserved
heterogeneity in taste. Therefore, we apply a Random Parameter Logit (RPL) model and estimate the simple logit model
only for comparative purposes. In the RPL model, the coefficient vector βn varies in the population with density f (β).
The RPL probability of choosing the sequence of alternatives i can then be expressed as:

Pni ¼
Z

∏
T

t¼1

eVnit=σ
P

j¼C;SeVnjt=σ
f ðβÞdβ: ð6Þ

The distribution of the coefficients can take various forms. To constrain the sign to be the same for every decision‐
maker in our application, the coefficients β1n and β2n are assumed to be triangularly distributed with the constraint that
the mean equals the spread. Using the triangular distribution yields a negative coefficient, that is, there is a welfare loss
from sacrificing passengers/pedestrians. No respondent thus derives positive utility from sacrificing anyone (which
could be different for other distributions).13 The ASC β0nC is assumed to be normally distributed (see Train, 2009, for
more details about the RPL model and simulated maximum likelihood methods that are used to estimate the model).

Once the model is estimated, the average marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between the loss of passengers and
pedestrians can be computed by taking the total derivative of the observable part of the utility function and setting it
equal to zero:

MRS¼ −
d passengers
d pedestrians

�
�
�
�
dV¼0

¼
β2
β1
: ð7Þ

The MRS reflects the number of passengers that the decision‐maker is willing to let go of in order to save one more
pedestrian. Taking the ratio of the coefficients, that is, the ratio of the marginal utilities, the scale parameter drops out,
and this in turn facilitates the comparison between the treatment groups.

6.2 | RPL results

Table 5 presents the results of the RPL model estimated for the three treatment groups. The models are estimated with
Nlogit 6.0 using simulated maximum likelihood with Halton draws with 500 replications. There are no qualitative
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differences between the treatments in terms of sign and significance of the coefficients. Furthermore, as expected, the
first two coefficients (β1 and β2) are negative, meaning that people suffer a disutility from sacrificing members of either
group, be they passengers or pedestrians.14

The ASC captures the average impact on utility from choosing one of the alternatives, of factors that are not
included in the model as attributes. The positive ASC suggests that, on average, respondents prefer the self‐driving car
to be programmed to continue forward rather than swerve. This result could be due to several reasons. First, if re-
spondents are rational, they might, on average, have an intrinsic preference for sparing the lives of pedestrians rather
than those of passengers, for example, because they think that they are more likely to end up in such situations as a
pedestrian than a passenger and would thus benefit from such a decision rule. Second, if individuals are not rational,
their choices may be biased, for various reasons, toward the “Continue forward” choice. One such bias could be that
respondents think that it is rather the passengers' fault than that of the pedestrians that the dilemma situation arises in
the first place, since without the car on the road, no one would have to die. Another bias could be that respondents are
reluctant toward the algorithm actively making a decision that causes loss of lives; they therefore prefer the car not to do
anything, which means to stay put irrespective of the number of fatalities. Another closely related bias is the so‐called
status quo bias (Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988), where the current path acts as a reference point (or default state), and
deviations from it are associated with a loss. In our setting, respondents could have perceived the choice “Continue

TABLE 5 Logit model results.

RPL model

CONTROL BLAME AGE

Coefficient sd Coefficient sd Coefficient sd

Passengers −1.86628*** 1.86628*** −1.68293*** 1.68293*** −1.31970*** 1.31970***

(0.14638) (0.14638) (0.12280) (0.12280) (0.10268) (0.10268)

Pedestrians −1.96528*** 1.96528*** −1.44586*** 1.44586*** −1.90861*** 1.90861***

(0.16912) (0.16912) (0.10815) (0.10815) (0.17724) (0.17724)

ASC (β0nC) 6.20859*** 8.44683*** 2.53249*** 9.02330*** 5.93200*** 4.83292***

(0.63287) (0.76472) (0.40206) (0.71441) (0.58807) (0.50367)

# respondents 445 441 431

# responses 4342 4325 4148

Log‐likelihood −1024 −1213 −769

AIC 2057 2435 1547

Simple logit model (clustered standard errors)

CONTROL BLAME AGE
Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient

Passengers −0.40451*** −0.32403*** −0.48557***

(0.03168) (0.02522) (0.04746)

Pedestrians −0.38183*** −0.27299*** −0.51641***

(0.03231) (0.02224) (0.05550)

ASC 1.36642*** 0.54906*** 2.18640***

(0.10800) (0.09323) (0.15060)

# respondents 445 441 431

# responses 4342 4325 4148

Log‐likelihood −2079 −2702 −1279

AIC 4164 5411 2565

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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forward” as the default state. There is mixed evidence that such biases play a role in trolley dilemmas. For instance, as
shown by Navarrete et al. (2011), people tend to be less utilitarian when a decision requires action, for example, pushing
a man on the track whose body weight can stop the trolley and thus save the lives of the five on board of the trolley. By
contrast, Frank et al. (2019) show that neither action nor status quo bias seem to play a role in trolley dilemmas with
autonomous vehicles (in their paper, a change in the default path did not change respondents' decisions). In what
follows, we will refer to the positive ASC for the choice “Continue forward” as “aversion to swerve” (or “swerve
aversion”).

Moreover, note that using the mean and standard deviation of the ASC, we can calculate the share of respondents
that prefer to choose “Swerve” instead of “Continue forward”, using the normal transformation.15 We find that there is
a non‐negligible share of the respondents who prefer to swerve. In the CONTROL treatment, we have 23% of re-
spondents that prefer this alternative, and for the BLAME and AGE treatment, the corresponding figures are 39%
and 11%.

All coefficients in the RPL model are significant at the 1% level. Since the coefficients of the model are normalized
by the variance of the unobserved factors (σ), there is no point in directly comparing the coefficients between the
treatment groups. Rather, we calculate the MRS by taking the ratio of the coefficients. Which in turn facilitates the
comparison between the treatment groups, as the scale parameter (σ) drops out. For comparison, and as a robustness
check, we also present a logit model with fixed coefficients and clustered standard errors in the lower panel of Table 5.
The first thing to note is that the Akaike information criterion is much higher for the logit model than for the RPL
model, which supports the use of the RPL model. Qualitatively, however, the models produce similar results in terms of
sign and significance.

Table 6 presents the MRS of the average decision‐maker based on the RPL model. We find that there are significant
differences between the three treatments at the 5% or 1% significance level.16

In the CONTROL treatment, people are prepared to roughly let go of one passenger (1.053 to be precise) to save the
life of one additional pedestrian (while keeping their utility constant). When pedestrians are to blame for the accident,
about 0.9 passengers are sacrificed to save the life of one additional pedestrian. This implies that a pedestrian's life is
now valued less than that of a passenger. When children are involved as pedestrians, people are willing to sacrifice
about 1.4 passengers to save one child on the road; they thus value the child's life (much) more than that of the adult.17

In summary, our results show that, on average, respondents in the CONTROL treatment derive the same marginal
utility from saving either one additional pedestrian or one additional passenger. Furthermore, we find that who is to
blame for the accident is important to people when it comes to the ethical decision regarding whom to save. Similarly,
the age of the persons that can be saved is an important criterion in this decision. Next, we will focus on the aversion to
swerve, which is captured by the ASC. This allows us to look at the trade‐off beyond the marginal valuation of saving
either one additional pedestrian or one additional passenger.

6.3 | The total cost of saving pedestrians

So far, we have looked at the trade‐off between saving pedestrians' or passengers' lives at the margin, that is, when we
are thinking of sacrificing (or saving) one additional pedestrian, while holding utility constant. We saw that respondents

TABLE 6 Marginal rates of
substitution across treatments, based on
the random parameter logit model.

CONTROL BLAME AGE

MRS 1.053 (0.061) 0.859 (0.052) 1.446 (0.110)

95% confidence interval [0.933; 1.172] [0.758; 0.960 ] [1.230; 1.663]

CONTROL versus BLAMEa Z = 2.42**

CONTROL versus AGE Z = −3.12***

BLAME versus AGE Z = −4.824***

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, estimated using the delta method.
aTest statistic for equality of marginal rates of substitution across treatment groups.
*p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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needed to be compensated in this case, on average, with one passenger saved in the CONTROL treatment, less than one
passenger saved in the BLAME treatment, and more than one passenger saved in the AGE treatment.

In the next step, we calculate (in terms of the number of passengers that need to be saved) the total utility cost of
sacrificing one or more pedestrians (or the other way round), taking into account the aversion to swerve, as captured by
the ASC. For this purpose, we calculate when the average respondent is indifferent between the choices “Continue
forward” and “Swerve”.

To this end, consider the difference in the observable part of the utility between the choices “Continue forward” and
“Swerve” for the average respondent in our sample, which we define as ΔV:

ΔV ¼ VC − VS
¼ β0C þ β1passengersC þ β2pedestriansC − β1passengersS − β2pedestriansS
¼ β0C þ β1passengersC þ β20 − β10 − β2pedestriansS
¼ β0C þ β1passengersC − β2pedestriansS;

ð8Þ

where, for example, passengersC is strictly positive for the alternative “Continue forward” (because the passengers' lives
are sacrificed, i.e., there is a disutility from sacrificing passengers), in which case passengersS is zero for the other
alternative (because the pedestrians' lives are spared and thus there is no disutility from sacrificing them).

Setting the above equation equal to zero (implying that the average respondent is indifferent between the two al-
ternatives) and solving it for the number of passengers yields:

passengersC ¼
−β0C þ β2pedestriansS

β1
¼

−β0C
β1
þMRS� pedestriansS: ð9Þ

Plugging in the results of the RPL model in Table 5 into Equation (9) and setting pedestriansS = 1 yields the results
found in Table 7. These results thus indicate how many passengers need to be present in a scenario for the average
respondent to be indifferent between the choices “Continue forward” and “Swerve” when one pedestrian is present.

Notably, taking the “swerve aversion” into account increases the number of passengers that the decision‐maker is
willing to sacrifice in order to save pedestrians. For example, the average respondent is willing to sacrifice about four
passengers to save the first pedestrian on the road in the CONTROL treatment. This gives a more realistic but complex
understanding of the respondents' choice. On the one hand, the marginal valuation of saving a passenger's life is the
same as saving a pedestrian's life in the CONTROL treatment. On the other hand, respondents have a relatively strong
swerve aversion, which makes the average respondent behave less utilitarian. In the CONTROL treatment, for example,
the respondents will choose “Continue forward” and thus spare the only pedestrian on the road as long as there are four
or less than four passengers in the car. With five or more passengers in the car, the decision would be made in favor of
the passengers, while another pedestrian on the road would again revert the decision back to “Continue forward”.

Respondents are, on average, substantially less willing to sacrifice passengers if the pedestrians are to blame for the
dilemma (about two passengers for the first pedestrian), and substantially more passengers if the pedestrians are
children (about six passengers for the first pedestrian).18

To conclude, once we estimate the respondents' preferences, we observe that respondents are not utilitarian on
average. The swerve aversion makes the average respondent behave less utilitarian, although she values lives at the

TABLE 7 Number of passengers
that need to be sacrificed in order to
save one pedestrian, based on the
random parameter logit model.

CONTROL BLAME AGE

passengersC 4.380 (0.061) 2.364 (0.186) 5.941 (0.346)

95% confidence interval [3.894; 4.865] [2.000; 2.728] [5.263; 6.619]

CONTROL versus BLAMEa Z = 10.299***

CONTROL versus AGE Z = −4.443***

BLAME versus AGE Z = −9.106***

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
aTest statistic for equality of passengersC across treatment groups.
*p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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margin equally (at least in the CONTROL treatment). Our results thus indicate that there is a certain individual
threshold for the difference between the number of passengers and pedestrians beyond which people are more
utilitarian.

7 | DISCUSSION

While our study dives into more detail than the previous literature in several respects, there are scenarios and factors
that we could not address. First, the groups of passengers and pedestrians in our study are homogeneous with respect to
age and other characteristics. All passengers and pedestrians were depicted in a gender‐neutral way, and we have not
asked respondents to make decisions between groups that consisted of people of different genders or ages. While one
would hope that gender does not make a difference in people's moral decisions, it cannot be taken as a given. For
example, Skulmowski et al. (2014) found a general tendency toward sacrificing male individuals in a virtual reality
setting inducing the trolley dilemma.

Second, we examined deterministic scenarios for which it was clear that either the group of passengers or the group
of pedestrians would face certain death. In reality, passengers and pedestrians might not necessarily die in a dilemma
situation but be vulnerable and injured to a different degree, depending, for example, on the size of the car and its safety
features. An algorithm for self‐driving cars could potentially integrate such considerations, trying to minimize the
probability that someone will be harmed, or minimize overall harm (e.g., two severely wounded people might be
perceived as a better outcome than one person killed) rather than maximize the number of lives saved. In this sense, our
study delineates the most extreme situation that can arise. Meder et al. (2018) investigate dilemma situations with self‐
driving vehicles in the presence of risk (where probabilities of dying in case of a certain action exist and are known) or
uncertainty (where these probabilities exist but are unknown). They find that subjects' decision preferences and moral
judgments varied considerably under risk, but less so under uncertainty. Furthermore, in their study, staying in the lane
and performing an emergency stop was generally considered a reasonable default, even in cases when this action did
not minimize expected losses.

8 | CONCLUSION

In some countries, governments have installed ethics committees for making recommendations for the programming of
future autonomous vehicles, particularly in dilemma situations. For example, the German government mandated an
ethics committee consisting of 14 scientists and experts from the fields of ethics, law, and technology. This committee
stated and in fact started its work with the instruction that any discrimination against people in such dilemma situ-
ations based on their sex and age, or any other characteristics, shall not be permissible. The experts also spoke out
against using utilitarian ethics in dilemma situations. At the same time, they acknowledge that it might be ethically
defendable to minimize the number of injured or killed people if this lowers the risk for everyone ex‐ante to the same
extent, that is, when it is not clear beforehand that a particular person will become a victim. Such situations are,
however, hard to conceive. One example could be that it is permissible to discriminate against passengers in cars, as
they are much less vulnerable to severe injuries than pedestrians who are basically unprotected in a crash.

This paper has analyzed the preferences of a representative sample of the Swedish population regarding the pro-
gramming of algorithms for self‐driving cars. Our main conclusion is that respondents' preferences are largely at odds
with the recommendations of the above‐mentioned ethics committee. In particular, our results suggest that people do
think that factors like the age of the people involved, the degree to which they can be blamed for causing a dilemma
situation, and the ratio of the number of people in the two groups (passengers vs. pedestrians) should be considered
when programming self‐driving cars. We find that people do, on average and at the margin, value the lives of passengers
and pedestrians equally when people in the two groups are of equal age and no social norm is violated, but this does not
hold when blame or children are involved. In addition, there is a strong aversion to sacrificing pedestrians. Most of
these results thus speak against applying utilitarian ethics in dilemma situations, unless it is in situations in which one
group significantly outweighs the other one in terms of its sheer number. Experts' and laymen's judgments regarding
the programming of algorithms in self‐driving cars seem to lie too far apart at the moment to reach a societal consensus.
Should the actual programming of autonomous vehicles go against people's preferences, one may thus expect that the
widespread adoption of these cars will be hampered.
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Why people have such a strong aversion to sacrificing pedestrians remains an interesting question for future
research. One reason for this could be that more responsibility for the occurrence of the dilemma situation is implicitly
attributed to the passengers, as there would have been no dilemma at all if the car had not been on the road in the first
place. Another possible explanation is that people find it wrong to change the car's direction, as they might think that
they get more actively involved in the moral trade‐off between passenger and pedestrian deaths when doing so. More
research is needed to understand the motivation behind people's trade‐offs in such dilemma situations.
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ENDNOTES
1 Algorithms that have been confronted and trained with dilemma situations have a thousand‐fold higher computing capacity than the
human brain. Therefore, the overall number of accidents and fatalities is generally expected to decrease with the widespread adoption of
self‐driving cars. However, it is unlikely that accidents and the occurrence of dilemma situations can be completely eliminated, as un-
expected situations can happen anytime.

2 In addition, self‐driving cars may also lead to more participation in social life for less mobile individuals who are not able to drive
themselves (Curl & Fitt, 2019).

3 It is often claimed that trolley cases are of little or no relevance to the ethics of self‐driving vehicles. Keeling (2019) identifies four ar-
guments for this view and shows how one can reject all of those. He argues that trolley‐style problems still inform the ethics of self‐driving
vehicles even if we will never see them in the real world. One of the reasons why they are relevant is “the not unreasonable hope […] that
the relation between the properties of acts and their moral permissibility in ideal cases is relevant to the moral permissibility of acts which
instantiate those same properties in more noisy real‐world cases” (Keeling, 2019, p. 4).

4 One could also define a choice to be utilitarian if it saves the highest number of life‐years. This definition would, however, not be
applicable in our study, as we have not specified people's age or life expectancy.

5 As mentioned in footnote 4, utilitarianism could be defined in a way that it spares the group with the highest number of life‐years saved. If
this applies, then saving children could be in line with utilitarian choices in many of the dilemma situations considered in this study, since
children have more years to live than the adult passengers.

6 In Study 2 of Bonnefon et al. (2016), there are scenarios with one passenger versus one, two, five, 20 or 100 pedestrians.
7 To keep the survey as short as possible, we did not explain how the cars can tell adults and children apart. This differentiation can be
inferred from the height of pedestrians or the weight passengers exert on the seats.

8 A concrete barrier on both sides of the road as displayed in the pictorial representations of the different treatments precludes any other
options, like swerving to the right. We made clear in the survey that this course of action would result in the same outcome as continuing
forward.

9 The reason why we only specified the children's age is that children below the age of 10 are supposed to be accompanied by their parents
or other adults in Sweden. If we had not specified the age, this could have confused respondents as to why the children are
unaccompanied.

10 They could have made a maximum of 13,170 choices but left 355 choice sets unanswered.
11 Similarly, Figure A1 in the Appendix illustrates the shares of “Continue forward” choices depending on this difference.
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12 Awad et al. (2018) also found significant differences when it comes to religiosity. We did not ask about religiosity, because Sweden is
known to be a very secular country.

13 We also used the log‐normal distribution, but the results did not converge for this specification for two of the three treatments. Using the
normal distribution yielded relatively large standard errors and results that are quite off compared to what one would expect. Further-
more, the RPL model with the triangular distribution is relatively close to the standard logit model (where we used clustered standard
errors to incorporate repeated choices).

14 Interaction terms were included in an extended model to test if people that usually commute by car have a higher disutility when
passengers are sacrificed, and if people that usually commute as pedestrians have a higher disutility when pedestrians are sacrificed. The
interaction terms were—with only one exemption—statistically insignificant and were therefore dropped in the final analysis.

15 For example, in the CONTROL treatment z¼ x − μ
σ ¼

0 − 6:21
8:45 ¼ −0:73. The probability to swerve is thus P (Z < − 0.73) = 0.23.

16 The parametric test is based on independent samples assuming a normal distribution where Z ¼ MRSi −MRSj
� �

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SE2

MRSi − SE2
MRSj

q
and

where indices i and j refer to different treatments. We also used the non‐parametric test in Poe et al. (2005) to confirm our results. All
compared populations are found to be statistically different from each other at the 1% significance level.

17 To test for the robustness of our results, we also estimated models that capture heterogeneity in mean to predict MRS based on Swedish
population average values for the variables male, age, personal monthly income, and university education. Unfortunately, when we add
heterogeneity in mean, the preservation of the sign is not imposed anymore, which is why we do not take an interest in the actual MRS
values from these models but only focus on the issue of misrepresentation. In any case, these models confirm that the small misrepre-
sentation does not affect the estimated MRS in any considerable way.

18 The statistical test is based on independent samples assuming a normal distribution. We also used the non‐parametric test in Poe
et al. (2005) to confirm our results. All compared populations are found to be statistically different from each other at the 1% significance
level.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A1 p‐values of statistical tests for differences across treatment groups (pair‐wise comparison across treatments).

CONTROL vs. BLAME CONTROL vs. AGE BLAME vs. AGE

Maleb 0.6303 0.3560 0.6572

Agea 0.6284 0.7917 0.4574

University educationb 0.8657 0.3282 0.2530

Personal monthly incomea 0.1995 0.5567 0.4879

Childrenb 0.7351 0.5856 0.8348

Unemployedb 0.4512 0.7468 0.6692

Retiredb 0.3547 0.4547 0.8630

Studentb 0.3473 0.2004 0.7292

Additional covariates:

Driver's licenseb 0.7266 0.9311 0.6649

Car ownershipb 0.5986 0.7547 0.8332

Commute to work by carb 0.6866 0.3749 0.6275

Commute to work by footb 0.3929 0.4305 0.9511

Heard about dilemma beforeb 0.9735 0.2544 0.2419
at‐test for equal sample means.
bEqual proportions test.

TABLE A2 Share of utilitarian
choices depending on the treatment and
the difference in the total number of
people saved (Δ = number of passengers
in the choice set minus number of
pedestrians in the same choice set, i.e.,
Δ > 0 implies that passengers are in the
majority, while Δ < 0 implies
pedestrians are in the majority; jΔj is
the absolute value of the difference).

CONTROL BLAME AGE

Δ = −4 0.872 0.739 0.932

Δ = −3 0.870 0.738 0.918

Δ = −2 0.890 0.736 0.935

Δ = −1 0.865 0.704 0.913

Δ = 1 0.350 0.516 0.153

Δ = 2 0.396 0.556 0.209

Δ = 3 0.456 0.616 0.338

Δ = 4 0.517 0.704 0.432

jΔj ¼ 1 0.627 0.620 0.568

jΔj ¼ 2 0.678 0.663 0.627

jΔj ¼ 3 0.702 0.689 0.684

jΔj ¼ 4 0.758 0.727 0.767

Observations (# of choices) 3545 3543 3444
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F I GURE A 1 Shares of “continue
forward” choices, depending on the treatment
and the difference in the number of people
that can be saved (= number of passengers in
the choice set minus number of pedestrians in
the same choice set, i.e., negative numbers
indicate that pedestrians are in the majority,
while positive numbers indicate that
passengers are in the majority).
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